ate editors for Black Dialogue magazine to criticize LeRoi Jones and others involved in the Black Arts movement. Toure challenged Jones for his advocacy of what Toure described as "reactionary Super-Blackism, a dogmatic nihilism-in Black literature as well as politics."
From Southern University to University of Kentucky to University of Virginia to Texas A&M, Callaloo's influence, its geographic, cultural, and aesthetic vision grew. Think about Charles Rowell living in these times and responding therefore to all these issues, as he talks to the various and sundry people, professors, and graduate students who helped bring this idea to fruition. If the journal "began to transform itself (I'm using your words, Charles) from a regional to a national journal" at University of Kentucky, at UVA with the help of Melvin Dixon it became an African Diaspora journal in name, words, and practice, in the words of another editor.
Last night LeRonn Brooks quoted Charles Rowell as saying that Callaloo "was a journal of necessity" as he explained in an article by the same name when he recounted the historical exclusion of black writers in the American South from such journals as Southern Review, Georgia Review, Mississippi Quarterly, Virginia Quarterly Review, or Sewanee Review. I think now it's hard to believe that these journals tried to keep black writers out. "The founders of Callaloo were interested foremost in providing a forum for the excluded voices of their own region." I quote Brent Edwards quoting Tom Dent who "announced that Callaloo was intended as a response to the disappearance of many of the community-based magazines which sprung up in the late 1960s & early 1970s," and specifically to the 1976 demise of Black World, the journal that had been founded in 1942 as Negro Digest, and which (along with W. E. B. Du Bois's Phylon) was one of the key organs for black cultural criticism and creative expression in the decades after the war. Edwards goes on to say that Callaloo at that time also offered a critique of "the ways black literary creativity in the 1960s was linked to issues of urban politics in the Northern United States." And I think in a conversation we had before this conference, you were talking about in the very first issue of Callaloo how you wrote an essay that talked about the value of looking at Southern writers, that Southern writers were just as much a part of the Black Arts movement-Tom Dent eventually came and worked with Callaloo, Lorenzo Thomas eventually came and worked with Callaloo, and these were some of the architects of movements in the North.
In his lyrical and informative essay "Callaloo, Everyone?" which intentionally echoes Lelia H. Taylor's "Callaloo, Anyone?" which appeared in the journal's very first issue, Marlon Ross describes as "uncanny and propitious" Charles Rowell's "intellectual instinct in naming a journal devoted to black southern writing with a word that would be unfamiliar to many black southerners": callaloo. Ross goes on to make the same comparison in a broader sense when he considers the experience of reading the journal and encountering the plural voices of the African Diaspora. He says: "This sense of ancestral disarticulation, this anxiety of the disparateness of the Diaspora, the unmasterability of one's own identity claims"-don't you wish you'd said that?-"this sense of identity vertigo is nonetheless productive, creative, inspiring. . . . Callaloo belongs to everybody's and nobody's canon, just as its writers inhabit anybody's and nobody's particular country-that other country of identity convergence and confusion that Baldwin wrote of so lucidly."
In an attempt to find an original way of characterizing the significance of the journal which has grown from 67 pages in the first issue to over 250 pages and sometimes more today, I thought I had hit upon something when I noticed that the first four letters of Callaloo are C-a-l-l, linking Amiri Baraka's seminal "SOS" calling all black people poem to Callaloo's cultural and scholarly function as it related to black people of the diaspora. But Marlon Ross beat me to it way back in 2007, when he said, and more eloquently: "In numberless tones issuing from variant voices, Callaloo issues its constant SOS across the Diaspora":
Callaloo calling all black people Callaloo calling all black people, man woman child All black people of every race sister brother cousin cuz uncle auntie bourgie ghetto hipster gangsta hip hopper cotton-picker faggot dyke Wherever you are Callaloo calling you, urgent. come in Callaloo calling. Working its identity voodoo. May it forever call us, curiously, strangely, home.
To further expand on the analogy, if scholar Philip Brian Harper views Amiri Baraka's "SOS" poem calling all black people as a synecdoche for all his poetic output of the 1960s, then similarly over the years Callaloo, under Charles Rowell's editorship, has reached out to writers in the American South, then to the nation, and then to the African diaspora with help from visionary poets like Melvin Dixon, who Rowell credits with encouraging him to look to the Diaspora, starting with his initial travels to places in the Americas-Jamaica, Curacao, Martinique. It's not surprising that writer Tom Dent-a Southerner by birth, executive of the Free Southern theater, and formerly active in the Black nationalist literary organization On Guard for Freedom, a member of the Umbra collective which eventually produced Umbra Magazine-was supportive of Callaloo, occupying early on the role of associate editor and contributing poems and essays to the journal. I'll close by saying in his 2013 interview with Vievee Francis, Charles Rowell recited his own poem. The concluding stanza could be applied to his editorship of Callaloo and its diverse projects: "Whatever I speak/ onto this canvas/ is what I am, all I wish/ to summon." If we think of Callaloo as a kind of canvas in both the literal sense and the figurative sense of selected work over a range of things, then Charles Henry Rowell has summoned words and images to a virtual center that will last for generations to come.
